A ReadMe lesson demonstrated

Provides the stimulation and challenges students have grown to expect.

Written by experienced English teachers.

The programme has been rigorously trialled and finessed to appeal to a wide audience.

It has been designed to suit visual, auditory and kinaesthetic learners.

Provides a comprehensive student handbook (Black Lined Masters) that can be completed with the lessons.

Templates have been provided for teachers who wish to add their own resources.

What school teachers are saying about ReadMe

“ReadMe are to be commended for their interactive CD. Text types, punctuation and word study, all-in-one smart, user-friendly package which students and teachers love.”
Tony Doyle (Head of Sandringham House, Firbank Grammar, Melbourne)

“I was impressed by the ease of design, the interactivity of the software and the fact that independent worksheets allowed for effective teacher assessment of skills taught.”
Trudi Gofton (Deputy Head – Curriculum, Anglican Church Grammar Preparatory School, Brisbane)

“As a teacher of English, I have found ReadMe to be extremely useful. The software activities cater for a wide range of ability levels within my Year 9 class ... Highly recommended.”
Kevin Watler (English Teacher, Kingscliff High School, Kingscliff)

“The ReadMe software has been a good additional tool to complement English studies. Students enjoy the pictures, sounds and comprehensive visual activities that complement the lessons. ReadMe is a great tool for English studies.”
Mark Savery (Junior Computers Coordinator, Emmanuel College)
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ReadMe is a literacy tool that can be effectively used by all teachers. The idea for ReadMe evolved through years of experience, teaching English literacy classes in junior High School.

- The ReadMe programme provides the same stimulation and challenges students have grown to expect.

- Bringing together advanced teaching techniques and modern technology, the lessons capture students attention and concentration.

- ReadMe offers a comprehensive programme of 27 lessons that cover basic grammar skills, poetry analysis and text types.

- ReadMe suits a wide audience. As the lesson content is drawn from subjects across the curriculum, diversity and wide appeal is guaranteed.

ReadMe is web based and will run in any browser. As such, it can be used across the network or on stand-alone computers. The lessons are accompanied by 131 Black Line Masters (student handbook), which are fully reproducible, and includes an answer booklet.

- ReadMe presents important content in a fresh, challenging fashion that is both interesting and engaging.

- By simplifying and examining the rules of grammar, poetry, language and genres, the lessons clearly explain how the English language works.

- Many of the interactive tasks are self-correcting, and are accompanied by compelling sound effects.

- Learning that is fun is learning that is retained, so some lessons conclude with a game. This enjoyable activity serves to consolidate learning.

ReadMe is not just a tool; it is a kinaesthetic approach using vibrant colours, lively animation and lifelike sounds to sustain the attention of reluctant readers.

- How does it work?
- 27 Literacy Lessons